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Quality is a strong and very important point 

in our work, so APM’ goal is to invest 

heavily in the product quality. The 

certifications, including from the 

qualification and training of the employees 

to certification of processes and products.

The geographical location allows us quick 

access to national highways and ports of 

Vlora and Durres from where we can reach 

any destination anywhere in the world.

Steel Bridges

Always Expanding

270 80,000 21M
EMPLOYEES M2 INDUSTRIAL AREAS € TURNOVER 2020
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Buildings Energy

Bridge Construction is one of the most completed divisions of APM, the sector where we 
feel the leader. Advanced technology, experienced staff and completed projects 
demonstrated that.

For several years we have managed 
successfully to compete with dignity, win 
and fulfill important projects at home and 
abroad.

Thanks to the available infrastructure, and a 
staff of over 200 employees, more than 40 
professional welders, we have a production 
efficiency of approximately 
1000Ton/month.

What makes APM so unique is that it 
covers projects from design to the final 
assembly process. Girders sections vary 
according to the project, but our capacity 
covers a production range with beams up 
to 4m high and 18m long. Simultaneously, 
internally or in cooperation with our 
partners, we also cover the field installation 
process.

Whether if it is highway, rural or pedestrian 
bridge we take care to enhance the 
landscape both aesthetically and 
environmentally. Our skilled fabricators and 
welders handcraft each bridge to deliver a 
design that stands the test of time.

Our values are enshrined in our charter, this sets out the 
values of trust, integrity, transparency and respect by which 
we work and ensures that fairness, equality and inclusion 
are integral to our organisation.

Today APM operates in several important sectors of industry, such as Oil & Gas, Civil combined with 
fabricated Steel bridges, Social and industrial steel structural buildings, energy sector and 
mechanical parts for automotive sector.

APM sh.p.k is an Albanian industrial construction company specialized in 
the fabrication of complex steel projects, established in January 2012.
“
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Standards we work with:

ISO 9606-1

ISO 9001: 2015

ISO 14001: 2015

ISO 45001: 2018

ISO 3834-2: 2006

EN 1090-1: 2009 + A1: 2011 Class EXC3
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